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This paper presents a research that was conducted to
determine the best techniques and testing strategies
for user interface evaluation of SOA-based systems.
Although we can find many articles on, for example,
the design of web services, few guidelines exist on user
interfaces and their usability for SOA-based systems.
To achieve our goal we have performed various tests to
determine which evaluation techniques are most
suitable for such systems. The tests were conducted on
a system which was created at our university – Platel.
As a result we came up with a set of most effective
techniques for user interface evaluation, and some
guidelines for testing strategies, for SOA-based
systems.
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Introduction
SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) paradigm delivers
general methodology for creating information systems
in form of interoperable services [9]. Systems designed
using this paradigm are composed of separate services,

which are executed on demand. The problem of design
and evaluation of user interface (UI) for services in
SOA-based systems is quite new. In such systems, user
interface is usually adapted to the personal users’
needs and/or environment settings [7]. Although the
functionality of a SOA system is implemented in a
scattered manner, users who operate the system also
need a consistent look and intuitive interaction with the
interface. To ensure that we can perform various types
of quality and usability tests.
Usability testing is one of the methods of software
testing. We can evaluate usability of web systems and
desktop and mobile applications. According to the norm
ISO 9241 we can define usability as "The extent to
which a product can be used by specified users to
achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency,
and satisfaction in a specified context of use” [6].
Usability testing allows us to increase lernability,
satisfaction and efficiency for the given system and also
thanks to such tests we can find and eliminate errors.
To validate the quality of user interface we can also use
other tests and methods, for example, white-box and
black-box testing [3]. To validate which of the known
methods of user interface testing best apply to the
SOA-based systems, we decided to evaluate the UI of a
system that was created at our university - PlaTel,
which is an application of SOA paradigm in service
composition and execution [12]. Platel system was
implemented in jQuery and HTML 5 with CSS (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Evaluated SOA-based system – Platel

Testing Methods
Little is known about how to maximize usability and
quality of SOA-based systems. Developers of such
systems face multiple challenges, such as [2]:


the difficulty of web service configuration,



fragmentation of the discovery user experience
across multiple interfaces,



confusing hierarchies of service navigation,



business modeling support,



hidden relationships between services,



inconsistent design.

To ensure that we can fully evaluate the quality of user
interfaces in SOA-based system, we decided to use
various testing techniques on our system and

determine which are the most effective. We took under
consideration many popular methods and come up with
the list of techniques that would be most effective for
SOA-based systems. We eliminated for example
techniques like eyetracking [5] and clicktracking [11],
which would not provide valuable results, because the
interfaces in SOA application are often reloaded
dynamically with output from web services, and those
methods are more effective for static interfaces, like in
typical HTML websites. In the end we have chosen the
following methods:
Functional tests
Functional test (black-box testing) is a method of
software testing that evaluates the functionality of an
application. For functional testing we have decided to
conduct a test with users that would perform specified
tasks in the system and test its particular
functionalities. Focus group testing is a popular
method, involving users, for evaluation of designs and
interfaces [8]. The participants are encouraged to
freely give their honest opinions about the product,
including suggestions on how to make it better. We
wanted to perform such test especially focusing
participants’ attention on system functionalities.
Structural tests
Structural tests (white box testing) are a method of
testing software that evaluates internal structures of an
application. In this method we wanted to design test
cases to test the system by entering on input such
data, which would go through each implemented path,
using a mouse movement and mouse clicks recording
and playback software.

Application portability testing
Nowadays, when users often use mobile devices and
various browsers, adaptation is one of the key
challenges for web application developers, so we
wanted to check the adaptation of the user interface by
running the application on different platforms and in
various environments.
Quality tests
For the quality tests we wanted to perform standard
usability research using techniques such as expert
evaluation [1], heuristic evaluation [10] and a test with
users [11]. Moreover we decided to test the quality of
application using various validators, for example CSS
and Readability validators.

Case Study
The evaluation of Platel system consisted of the
following tests:
Functional tests
The purpose for focus group research of the Platel
system was to obtain remarks concerning participants
experience with the system, its functionalities and
usability. We have prepared tasks for users, which
allowed testing all the above factors. The participants’
tasks were for example:


executing application forms



sending input date to the particular web service



executing web services

The evaluation has been divided into two sessions. In
the first one we have performed a test with system
developers (6 people – 5 male and 1 female) that were
already familiar with the system. In the second session
we have evaluated 8 (7 male and 1 female) students
that never used this system before.

Application portability testing
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For the quality evaluation we have conducted expert
evaluation for guest account and for logged users. We
have also conducted heuristic evaluation of the Platel
system – we have examined the interface and
evaluated its compliance with recognized usability
principles, based on 10 Nielsen Heuristics [10]. For the
test with users we used the focus group evaluation that
was conducted during functional tests. Moreover we
have checked the application using various validators,
such as W3C HTML 52 syntax and CSS validator3,
JuicyStudio Readability test4 - test that determines the
readability of the application, Vischeck5 - colorblind

For structural tests we have used Selenium IDE1
(Integrated Development Environment) – a tool that
allows to create test scripts prototypes. It can be run as
a Firefox browser plugin for automated testing. It works
in two steps – recording and playback and can be run
with various configuration options and parameters (Fig.
2).





Quality tests

Structural tests

For the portability testing, Platel application was
launched on various environments and operating
systems and we tested how each functionality works in
them. First we checked different Internet browsers in
the Windows OS:

Firefox 8

Then we run the application on Safari 5.1.3 browser on
Mac OS X in version 10.7.3, on iMac computer. We also
checked mobile devices with various Android versions,
Android SDK emulator and Apple’s devices - iPad 2
16GB 3G and iPhone 4 16GB with iOS 5.0.1.

During the discussion, participants mentioned various
problems and qualities of the Platel system. Moreover
we prepared a survey for the participants, in which they
wrote their feedback regarding their experience with
the system

Fig. 2. Platel on Android system
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vision simulator, W3C Link Checker6 - checks links and
anchors and W3C Unicorn7 - unified W3C validator.

Results of Case Study
After performing all the tests we have gained a lot of
valuable data regarding Platel usability:
Functional tests
During the focus group evaluation, participants
identified 11 critical, 7 medium and 7 minor problems.
Both groups of users (developers and students) have
identified similar problems with the system. We have
also obtained opinions about the product, including
suggestions, how to make it better. The feedback from
the survey was also valuable, because not every
participant was active during the discussion, and this
way we could get detailed information from everybody.
Participants assessed that getting around the system
was intuitive (average was 4.2 in rating scale from 1 to
5) and the system is easy to use (4.1 rating). However
they had a lot of reservations about the functionality of
the system by highlighting in particular a large number
of inconsistent solutions in the system and assessed
system functionality very low (2.0 rating).
Structural tests
While running Selenium application with test scripts set
on fast execution we have encountered errors. Some
web services have longer loading times then other,
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which resulted in errors, because particular elements
were missing and the application could not get to them.
When Selenium was set to execute the scripts slower, it
did not encountered any problems, and we were able to
check each implemented path in the interface.
Application portability testing
During evaluation of Platel system on different
browsers on Windows OS, only in the IE browser few
elements of interface were not shown properly. On Mac
OS X every element of the system was working
correctly, but on mobile Apple devices we have
encountered many problems with visualizations of web
services – there were problems with panel resolution
and with interaction using gestures. On Android system
it was even worse, the jQuery scripts were not loading
at all, and there were also problems with resolution,
Platel was displayed only on the part of the screen.
However while running the application in the Opera
browser instead of default Android browser, only
visualization of web services was not working correctly
(same as on Apple mobile devices).
Quality tests
First quality test was the expert evaluation. Our three
experts have found 8 critical, 7 medium and 4 minor
usability problems. Same as in the focus group test,
most of the problems were related to application
functionality (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4. Graph showing the number of violations for each
heuristic

Fig. 3. Functional errors in the Platel application

For the heuristic evaluation almost every heuristic was
violated. Most of the times it was heuristic number five
– “errors prevention”. Other often violated heuristics
were – “match between system and the real world” and
“consistency and standards”. The only heuristic that
was not broken in the system was heuristic number
three – “user control and freedom” (Fig. 4).

The last test was the evaluation using the most popular
validators. HTML 5 and CSS syntax validator reported
only few errors and other tests had positive output –
the application was readable, applied colors were visible
and all the links and anchors were valid.

Analysis of Results
After gathering the results we were able to assess how
each of the test methods has helped us in evaluating
the user interface in a SOA-based system.

First of all the most valuable tests in terms of interface
usability problems found, were focus group and expert
evaluation. We have compared those both methods in
terms of their effectiveness (accuracy, cost,
completeness and time) and focus group turned out to
be slightly more effective for our system [4]. However
both methods can be used together to ensure that the
interface usability was thoroughly evaluated. Instead of
a focus group we could perform individual test with
users, but nonetheless it is important to design such
test in a way, that users would focus on testing the
execution of web services with various input data.
As for the structural tests, they are an effective way to
test SOA-based systems, because they allow to easily
check each implemented path in the interface. However
it is not easy to automate this process, because in the
interfaces which consist of many web services, with
various loading times and input data required, it is hard
to create test scripts that would go through every path
without problems. For smaller systems it might is
easier just to perform cognitive walkthrough [1].
Application portability testing has shown that it is very
hard to create SOA-based systems that would be
compatible with every environment. It is a problem that
developers will face in the near future, when more and
more mobile applications will be written according to
the SOA paradigm.
The test in which we used various validators did not
provide any interesting results and can be treated as an
addition to other tests.
Heuristic evaluation has only confirmed the problems
that were found during expert evaluation. Comparing

its efficiency with expert evaluation using the method
described in [4], we obtained similar score. During
expert evaluation the evaluators often have Nielsen
heuristics in mind, so both of these methods are pretty
much the same and can be used interchangeably.

Summary
By adapting various software testing techniques to the
unique demands of SOA-based systems, valuable
insights can be gained to help improve their usability
and quality. While performing this evaluation we have
found many usability issues and we were able to vastly
improve Platel system after this research. Moreover we
have obtained many interesting conclusions and testing
strategies for SOA-based systems user interface
evaluation
In conclusion, we can propose a testing strategy for
usability evaluation of SOA-based system, which
consists of:


test with users (focus group or individual test),



structural test,



expert evaluation.

During such research we should focus on functionality
and on proper testing of collaboration between web
services and the user interface. SOA-based systems
usually have simple UI and their main usability
problems lie in error prevention and data visualization.

In addition, if our application is indented for various
environments we should also perform portability
testing.
SOA paradigm in web/mobile applications design is a
relatively new trend, so there is still plenty more to
research in this area. This work, along with the article
concerning only usability testing of such systems [2],
presents a first take on SOA-base system user interface
evaluation, and can be a good starting point for future
works on this subject.
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